Gold at AGRO-2013
On May 22-25, 2013 the 25-th International Agricultural Exhibition-Fair "AGRO-2013" took place
in Kiev. It was attended by a great number of Ukrainian and foreign companies. This fair was
opened by the President of Ukraine Viktor Yanukovych and Minister of Agrarian Policy and Food
of Ukraine Mykola Prysyazhnyuk.
This year exposition of Kherson Machine-Building Plant was organized at the highest level. Our
company was proud to present it`s latest developments: SKIF-TUCANO 440 combine harvester,
which was produced in cooperation with CLAAS (Germany), and the first sample of the
TAVRICHANKA 12-meter seed-fertilizer seeder.

Along with the news, no less popular among visitors were mass- produced models of agricultural
machinery of Kherson Machine-Building Plant: SKIF and SLAVUTYCH combine harvesters,
KMS-8 reapers for corn harvesting and PZS-8/12 reapers for sunflower harvesting.
In addition to the traditional reliability and high-quality of agricultural machinery of Kherson
Machine-Building Plant our new buyers will have possibility to receive machines with some
efficient improvements. For example, in the construction of KMS-8 reaper for corn harvesting we
started to use high-quality and durable cutters/gears produced by the Italian company “Bondioli &
Pavesi”. The good news is that in spite of these changes, the price of KMS-8 remained the same.
A lot of positive reviews sounded to PZS-12 reaper for sunflower harvesting, which according to
expert`s point of view is the clear leader among it`s competitors. Owners of PZS-12 noted excellent
results while using the machine on their farms.
Kind words were also addressed to combine harvesters of Kherson Machine-Building Plant. In
2012 SLAVUTYCH combine harvesters were replaced by the model range of SKIF combine

harvesters. Today Kherson Machine-Building Plant serially produces SKIF-230A combine
harvesters. On the buyer`s request we can produce rice modification - SKIF-250R combine
harvester.
Also we plan to start in the nearest future the mass production of more powerful SKIF-290 and
SKIF-330 combine harvesters. The most significant achievement of the Kherson machine-building
plant of this year is the beginning of a fruitful collaboration with the world-renowned manufacturer
of agricultural machinery - CLAAS and as a result production of the first sample of SKIFTUCANO 440 combine harvester. Such co-operation in the future will allow Ukrainian farmers to
buy high-quality Ukrainian agricultural machines much cheaper than the foreign ones.
For the creative approach to the development of modern machines for seeding of grain and pulse
crops and mineral fertilization of the soil TAVRICHANKA-12 produced by Kherson MachineBuilding Plant was awarded the Gold Medal of the AGRO 2013.
The exhibition "AGRO-2013" has once again proven that our company is able to produce high
quality Ukrainian agricultural machinery. We have the potential and we feel the strength for new
achievements.
The administration and staff of KhMBP express their sincere gratitude to everyone for their interest
in our company products at the exhibition AGRO 2013.
See you next year!
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